
Double Quiz is a fun host-driven game. After the five
”normal” questions, the players are first given the topic of

the next question, based on which they can choose to
Double or not. Playing Double gives double points with the

right answer, but minus points with a wrong answer.
How to use the app

Download the game and         Based on each topic, choose to   Submit your answer within     You see the latest round info    Your host tells the right
join it as a participant              play Double or Normal round     the given time to score         for verification                      answer on each round

How to play the game

1. Install the free ActionTrack app to your mobile device from the App Store or Google Play.
2. Join the game by typing or scanning a code. You may join in advance and wait for the start.
3. Create yourself a username, and join the quiz as a participant.
4. The first five questions are worth 1 point each. Please give your answer to each question. 

Answer time: 30 seconds.
5. The next five questions are worth 1 point each. Before each question the host tells its topic. 

Based on the topic you can choose to double the round. If you choose to double, you get 2 
points for the right answer, but you lose 1 point with a wrong answer. Answer time: 30 
seconds.

6. The last five questions are worth 2 points each. Before each question the host tells its topic. 
Based on the topic you can choose to double the round. If you choose to double, you get 4 
points for the right answer, but you lose 2 points with a wrong answer. Answer time: 30 
seconds.

7. You can view your statistics and real time scores of all players using the bottom bar buttons.
8. The highest scoring player wins. Have fun!


